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#RecipeShorts: Delicious dishes in 140 characters
Sometimes the price of destiny is higher than anyone imagined. Dark Magic, Hidden Destiny For three
centuries a divine prophecy and a line of warrior queens protected Skala. But the people grew complacent
and Erius, a usurper king, claimed his young half sister’s throne. Now plague and drought stalk the
land, war with Skala’s ancient rival Plenimar drains the country’s lifeblood, and to be born female into
the royal line has become a death sentence as the king fights to ensure the succession of his only heir,
a son. For King Erius the greatest threat comes from his own line — and from Illior’s faithful, who
spread the Oracle’s words to a doubting populace. As noblewomen young and old perish mysteriously, the
king’s nephew — his sister’s only child — grows toward manhood. But unbeknownst to the king or the boy,
strange, haunted Tobin is the princess’s daughter, given male form by a dark magic to protect her until
she can claim her rightful destiny. Only Tobin’s noble father, two wizards of Illior, and an outlawed
forest witch know the truth. Only they can protect young Tobin from a king’s wrath, a mother’s madness,
and the terrifying rage of her brother’s demon spirit, determined to avenge his brutal murder.

See How They Run
From the award-winning author of the Dominion of the Fallen series comes a dark retelling of Beauty and
the Beast. In a ruined, devastated world, where the earth is poisoned and beings of nightmares roam the
land A woman, betrayed, terrified, sold into indenture to pay her village's debts and struggling to
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survive in a spirit world. A dragon, among the last of her kind, cold and aloof but desperately trying
to make a difference. When failed scholar Yên is sold to Vu Côn, one of the last dragons walking the
earth, she expects to be tortured or killed for Vu Côn's amusement. But Vu Côn, it turns out, has a use
for Yên: she needs a scholar to tutor her two unruly children. She takes Yên back to her home, a vast,
vertiginous palace-prison where every door can lead to death. Vu Côn seems stern and unbending, but as
the days pass Yên comes to see her kinder and caring side. She finds herself dangerously attracted to
the dragon who is her master and jailer. In the end, Yên will have to decide where her own happiness
lies—and whether it will survive the revelation of Vu Côn’s dark, unspeakable secrets Advance praise for
In the Vanishers’ Palace “Another stellar offering by Bodard. Her signature intensity is on display in
this tale of people (and dragons) struggling to survive in the ruins of an alien conquest. Emotionally
complex relationships interweave with richly drawn and deftly nuanced world-building.” —Kate Elliott,
author of the Court of Fives series “A transformative experience. With dragons.” —Fran Wilde, Hugo and
Nebula nominated author of The Bone Universe and The Gemworld series

Deeplight
This gorgeously evocative standalone fantasy from Lisa Lueddecke is inspired by the Hungarian myths of
her childhood. Enter a world with a haunted castle, a dark and dangerous forest and poisoned rain, with
two fiery protagonists to root for - a book perfect for fans of Naomi Novik and Laini Taylor. You are
the girl who can walk in the rain, and I am the boy who knows the way. The Eve of Saints approaches and
the poison rain which shrouds Castle Marcosza strains at its boundaries. When Beata's brother is taken
by the rain, Beata and her friend Benedek must make a perilous journey of discovery to uncover the root
of her secret - why she is the only person who can walk through the rain unscathed. But Beata is soon
caught up in a game of cat-and-mouse with mysterious Liljana, a girl with hidden powers of her own. And
with magic outlawed in Marcosza, can the pair find a way to work together to harness their forbidden
ability and unleash its full potential? Or will they find themselves seduced by power and all that it
offers

The Border Keeper
Did you know that the sky on Mars is red? Callum Grant does - and he knows a whole lot more about the
solar system too. But he doesn't know what it would be like to see a Martian sunset with his own eyes.
Until one day Callum sets off on an adventure unlike any other An uplifting story about the power of
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imagination, with full colour illustrations on every page.

False Value
#Recipe Shorts is a collection of fast, fun and easy recipes. Based on the premise of twitter, the
recipes are short and concise, written in 140 characters, or less.

Becoming Duchess Goldblatt
In her newest collection of fantasy stories, beloved author Jane Yolen's dark side has fully emerged.
Her vivid, startling, and thrilling tales and poems of the supernatural--from icy-hearted witches to
sometimes-innocent shapeshifters--reveal a classic storyteller at the height of her powers. "Look this
way, look that; blazing her consummate imagination against the shadows of human sorrow, Jane Yolen has
done it again."--Gregory Maguire, author of Wicked Jane Yolen is the Hans Christian Andersen of America"
--The New York Times Welcome to the Midnight Circus--and watch your step. The dark imaginings of fantasy
icon Jane Yolen are not for the faint of heart. In these sixteen brilliantly unnerving tales and poems,
Central Park becomes a carnival where you can--but probably shouldn't--transform into a wild beast. The
Red Sea will be deadly to cross due to a plague of voracious angels. Meanwhile, the South Pole is no
place for even a good man, regardless of whether he is living or dead. Wicked, solemn, and chilling, the
circus is ready for your visit--just don't arrive late. Other short story collections by Jane Yolen in
this series The Emerald Circus: 2018 World Fantasy Award winner How to Fracture a Fairy Tale: 2019 Anne
Izard Storytellers' Choice Award

Rocket Boy
The first book in an epic heart-pounding fantasy trilogy inspired by ancient Indian history and Hindu
mythology, perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir and Renée Ahdieh. * A Book Riot Most Anticipated Novel of
2019 * B&N Top 50 Most Anticipated Novels * A broken bond. A dying land. A cat-and-mouse game that can
only end in bloodshed. Esha lost everything in the royal coup—and as the legendary rebel known as the
Viper, she’s made the guilty pay. Now she’s been tasked with her most important mission to date: taking
down the ruthless General Hotha. Kunal has been a soldier since childhood. His uncle, the general, has
ensured that Kunal never strays from the path—even as a part of Kunal longs to join the outside world,
which has only been growing more volatile. When Esha and Kunal’s paths cross one fated night, an
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impossible chain of events unfolds. Both the Viper and the soldier think they’re calling the shots, but
they’re not the only players moving the pieces. As the bonds that hold their land in order break down
and the sins of the past meet the promise of a new future, both the soldier and the rebel must decide
where their loyalties lie: with the lives they’ve killed to hold on to or with the love that’s made them
dream of something more.

The Ikessar Falcon
The fifth book in The Song of the Shattered Sands series--an epic fantasy with a desert setting, filled
with rich worldbuilding and pulse-pounding action. The reign of the kings of Sharakhai has been broken.
The blood mage, Queen Meryam, now rules the city along with the descendants of the fabled twelve kings.
In the desert, Çeda has succeeded in breaking the asirim's curse. Those twisted creatures are now free,
but their freedom comes at great cost. Nalamae lies dead, slain in battle with her sister goddess. Çeda,
knowing Nalamae would have been reborn on her death, sets out on a quest to find her. The trail leads
Çeda to Sharakhai where, unbeknownst to her, others are searching for Nalamae as well. Çeda's quest to
find her forces her into a terrible decision: work with the kings or risk Sharakhai's destruction.
Whatever her decision, it won't be easy. Sharakhai is once more threatened by the forces of the
neighboring kingdoms. As the powers of the desert vie for control of the city, Çeda, her allies, and the
fallen kings must navigate the shifting fates before the city they love falls to the schemes of the
desert gods.

When Jackals Storm the Walls
An ambitious and unflinching tale of colonialism, conquest, and revenge, Queen of the Conquered starts a
fantasy series perfect for readers of S. A. Chakraborty, Ken Liu, and Tasha Suri. *Named one of TIME's
Top 100 Fantasy Book Of All Time * World Fantasy Award for Best Novel, winner On the islands of Hans
Lollik, Sigourney Rose was the only survivor when her family was massacred by the colonizers. When the
childless king of the islands declares he will choose his successor from amongst eligible noble
families, Sigourney is ready to exact her revenge. But someone is killing off the ruling families to
clear a path to the throne. And as the bodies pile up and all eyes regard her with suspicion, Sigourney
must find allies among her prey and the murderer among her peers lest she become the next victim. Praise
for Queen of the Conquered: "A storm of a novel as epic as Alexandre Dumas's The Count of Monte Cristo."
—Tochi Onyebuchi, author of Beasts Made Wild "The book's absorbing setting, captivating lead, and
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relevant themes of race and class complement each other with alternating delicacy and savagery."—NPR
Books "Callender's first adult novel draws race relations, conquest, magic, and politics into an
imaginative, layered story that will keep readers twisting until the end." —Library Journal

Tangled Vows
‘Blood Metal Bone surprises you in the very best ways. Unique world-building, a bold heroine with a
heartbreaking past, and awe-inspiring magic that simply cannot be caged.’ Andrea Stewart, author of The
Bone Shard Daughter A DEADLY OUTCAST A DANGEROUS SECRET ONE EPIC QUEST FOR THE TRUTH

Who Did You Tell?
In Gold Wings Rising, the final installment of Alex London's Skybound Saga, Kylee and Brysen must fight
for their lives and their humanity. Book 1 was a Today Show Book Club Pick! The war on the ground has
ended, but the war with the sky has just begun. After the Siege of the Six Villages, the ghost eagles
have trapped Uztaris on both sides of the conflict. The villagers and Kartami alike hide in caves,
huddled in terror as they await nightly attacks. Kylee aims to plunge her arrows into each and every
ghost eagle; in her mind, killing the birds is the only way to unshackle the city’s chains. But Brysen
has other plans. While the humans fly familiar circles around each other, the ghost eagles create
schemes far greater and more terrible than either Kylee or Brysen could have imagined. Now, the tug-ofwar between love and power begins to fray, threatening bonds of siblinghood and humanity alike.

Bone Shard Daughter
In The Border Keeper, debut author Kerstin Hall unfolds a lyrical underworld narrative about loss and
renewal. "Beautifully and vividly imagined. Eerie, lovely, and surreal."—Ann Leckie She lived where the
railway tracks met the saltpan, on the Ahri side of the shadowline. In the old days, when people still
talked about her, she was known as the end-of-the-line woman. Vasethe, a man with a troubled past, comes
to seek a favor from a woman who is not what she seems, and must enter the nine hundred and ninety-nine
realms of Mkalis, the world of spirits, where gods and demons wage endless war. The Border Keeper spins
wonders both epic—the Byzantine bureaucracy of hundreds of demon realms, impossible oceans, hidden
fortresses—and devastatingly personal—a spear flung straight, the profound terror and power of
motherhood. What Vasethe discovers in Mkalis threatens to bring his own secrets into light and throw
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both worlds into chaos. Praise for The Border Keeper “A labyrinth of demons, dead gods, cranky
psychopomps, and broken all-too-human lives. Hall is by turns wry and lush, genuine and venomous. So can
I have the next one already?”—Max Gladstone A Book Bub Best SFF Books of the Summer Pick At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The First Sister
A recovering alcoholic’s dark secerts catch up with her in this gripping novel of psychological suspense
from the internationally bestselling author of The Rumor. “Instantly immersive, then intriguing, then
insanely suspenseful, then . . . the truth. Believe me, Lesley Kara knows what she’s doing.”—Lee Child
We said to keep it a secret, that no one needed to know. Astrid is newly sober and trying to turn her
life around. Having reluctantly moved back in with her mother, in a quiet seaside town away from the
temptations and darkness of her previous life , she is focusing on her recovery. She’s going to
meetings. Confessing her misdeeds. Making amends to those she’s wronged. If she fills her days, maybe
she can outrun the ghosts that haunt her. Maybe she can start anew. But someone is tormenting me now.
Someone knows where I am and what I’ve done. Someone knows exactly what Astrid is running from. And they
won’t stop until she learns that some mistakes can’t be corrected. Some mistakes, you have to pay for .
. . The question is: Who did you tell?

The Vanished Queen
HOPE HAS A PRICE Nick Prasad has always enjoyed a quiet life in the shadow of his best friend, child
prodigy and technological genius Joanna ‘Johnny’ Chambers. But all that is about to end. When Johnny
invents a clean reactor that could eliminate fossil fuels and change the world, she awakens primal, evil
Ancient Ones set on subjugating humanity. From the oldest library in the world to the ruins of Nineveh,
hunted at every turn, they will need to trust each other completely to survive… “Gasp-out-loud
astonishing” Charlie Jane Anders “A wonderful adventure” Chuck Wendig “A galloping global adventure”
Brooke Bolander “A perfect balance of thriller, horror and humour” Adrian Tchaikovsky

The Bone Shard Daughter
A. K. Larkwood's The Unspoken Name is a stunning debut fantasy about a young priestess sentenced to die,
who at the last minute escapes her fate; only to become an assassin for the wizard who saved her. What
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if you knew how and when you will die? Csorwe does—she will climb the mountain, enter the Shrine of the
Unspoken, and gain the most honored title: sacrifice. But on the day of her foretold death, a powerful
mage offers her a new fate. Leave with him, and live. Turn away from her destiny and her god to become a
thief, a spy, an assassin—the wizard's loyal sword. Topple an empire, and help him reclaim his seat of
power. But Csorwe will soon learn—gods remember, and if you live long enough, all debts come due. “In
the vein of Le Guin's magnificent Tombs of Atuan—if Arha the Eaten One got to grow up to be a
swordswoman mercenary in thrall to her dubious wizard mentor. I love this book so much."—Arkady Martine,
author of A Memory Called Empire "I cannot recommend it enough." -- Tamsyn Muir, author of Gideon the
Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Blood Metal Bone: An epic new fantasy novel, perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo
Cyberpunk fallen angel Riko is back, in KC Alexander’s outrageous sequel to the savage Necrotech. Being
a mercenary isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Especially when Riko’s hard-won reputation has taken a hard
dive into fucked. Now she’s fair game for every Tom, Dick and Blow looking to score some cred. In this
city, credibility means everything – there’s no room for excuses. She still doesn’t know what she did to
screw up so badly, and chasing every gone-cold lead is only making it worse. Without help and losing
ground fast, Riko has a choice: break every rule of the street on her search for answers… or die trying.
File Under: Science Fiction [ Profane & Proud | Pound the Streets | Fist of Steel | Necro Tech ]

In the Vanishers’ Palace
With its diverse cast of loveable characters, a unique magic system and a beautifully realised world,
Bone Shard Daughter marks the debut of a major new voice in epic fantasy. The Sukai dynasty has ruled
the Empire for over a century, their mastery of bone shard magic powering the animal-like constructs
that maintain law and order. But now the emperor's rule is failing, and revolution is sweeping across
the Empire's many islands. Lin is the emperor's daughter, but her father won't recognise her as heir
unless she can recover the childhood memories she lost after a mysterious illness. Trapped in a palace
of locked doors and dark secrets, Lin vows to prove her worth by mastering the art of bone shard magic.
Yet such magic carries a great cost, and when the revolution reaches the gates of the palace itself, Lin
must decide how far she is willing to go to claim her birthright - and save her people.
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Crown of Feathers
"One of the best debut fantasy novels of the year."--BuzzFeed News "An amazing start to a new
trilogy."--Culturess "It grabs you by the heart and the throat from the first pages and doesn't let
go."-- Sarah J. Maas The Bone Shard Daughter is an unmissable fantasy debut from a major new voice in
epic fantasy -- a stunning tale of magic, mystery, and revolution in which the former heir to the
emperor will fight to reclaim her power and her place on the throne. The emperor's reign has lasted for
decades, his mastery of bone shard magic powering the animal-like constructs that maintain law and
order. But now his rule is failing, and revolution is sweeping across the Empire's many islands. Lin is
the emperor's daughter and spends her days trapped in a palace of locked doors and dark secrets. When
her father refuses to recognise her as heir to the throne, she vows to prove her worth by mastering the
forbidden art of bone shard magic. Yet such power carries a great cost, and when the revolution reaches
the gates of the palace, Lin must decide how far she is willing to go to claim her birthright - and save
her people. "Epic fantasy at its most human and heartfelt . . . inventive, adventurous and wonderfully
written." -- Alix E. Harrow "Utterly absorbing. I adored it." -- Emily Duncan "A thoroughly fantastic
read." -- Kevin Hearne "Stewart's debut is sharp and compelling. It will hook readers in and make them
fiercely anticipate the rest of the series." -- Booklist "Groundbreaking epic fantasy for a new age." -Tasha Suri "Begins with a spark of intrigue that ignites into a thrilling adventure." -- Hafsah Faizal

The Girls I've Been
“Absolutely unforgettable.” —Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three Dark
Crowns series “A beautifully told story about justice, sisterhood, and warrior women.” —Shea Ernshaw,
New York Times bestselling author of The Wicked Deep “Epic in the truest sense.” —Quill and Quire An
Ember in the Ashes meets Three Dark Crowns in this lush debut fantasy novel about a girl who disguises
herself as a boy to join a secret group of warriors that ride phoenixes into battle. I had a sister,
once… In a world ruled by fierce warrior queens, a grand empire was built upon the backs of Phoenix
Riders—legendary heroes who soared through the sky on wings of fire—until a war between two sisters
ripped it all apart. I promised her the throne would not come between us. Sixteen years later, Veronyka
is a war orphan who dreams of becoming a Phoenix Rider from the stories of old. After a shocking
betrayal from her controlling sister, Veronyka strikes out alone to find the Riders—even if that means
disguising herself as a boy to join their ranks. But it is a fact of life that one must kill or be
killed. Rule or be ruled. Just as Veronyka finally feels like she belongs, her sister turns up and
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reveals a tangled web of lies between them that will change everything. And meanwhile, the new empire
has learned of the Riders’ return and intends to destroy them once and for all. Sometimes the title of
queen is given. Sometimes it must be taken. Crown of Feathers is an epic fantasy about love’s incredible
power to save—or to destroy. Interspersed throughout is the story of Avalkyra Ashfire, the last Rider
queen, who would rather see her empire burn than fall into her sister’s hands.

The Bone Shard Daughter
When a country is held in thrall to a vicious, despotic king, it’s up to one woman to take him down.
Long ago, Queen Mirantha vanished. King Karolje claimed it was an assassination by a neighboring king,
but everyone knew it was a lie. He had Disappeared her himself. But after finding the missing queen’s
diary, Anza—impassioned by her father’s unjust execution and inspired by Mirantha’s words—joins the
resistance group to overthrow the king. When an encounter with Prince Esvar thrusts her into a dangerous
game of court politics, one misstep could lead to a fate worse than death. Esvar is the second son to an
evil king. Trapped under his thumb and desperate for a way out, a chance meeting with Anza gives him the
opportunity to join the resistance. Together, they might have the leverage to move against the king—but
if they fail, their deaths could mean a total loss of freedom for generations to follow. Set in a world
where resistance is as dangerous as it is important, The Vanished Queen is a tale of the courage and
sacrifice it requires to take on a tyrant.

The Bonesetter's Daughter
“The third time’s the charm with even more adventure—and gore—as the Rot & Ruin series continues”
(Kirkus Reviews). Reeling from the devastation of Dust & Decay, Benny Imura and his friends plunge deep
into the zombie-infested wastelands of the great Rot & Ruin. Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Chong journey
through a fierce wilderness that was once America, searching for the jet they saw in the skies months
ago. If that jet exists then humanity itself must have survived…somewhere. Finding it is their best hope
for having a future and a life worth living. But the Ruin is far more dangerous than any of them can
imagine. Fierce animals hunt them. They come face to face with a death cult. And then there’s the
zombies—swarms of them coming from the east, devouring everything in their paths. And these zoms are
different. Faster, smarter, and infinitely more dangerous. Has the zombie plague mutated, or is there
something far more sinister behind this new invasion of the living dead? One thing Benny and his
companions can’t afford to forget: In the great Rot & Ruin, everything wants to kill you.
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The Midnight Circus
When Daniel Blackland was six, he ingested his first bone fragment, a bit of kraken spine plucked out of
the sand during a visit with his demanding, brilliant, and powerful magician father, Sebastian. When
Daniel was twelve, he watched Sebastian die at the hands of the Hierarch of Southern California,
devoured for the heightened magic layered deep within his bones. Now, years later, Daniel is a petty
thief with a forged identity. Hiding amid the crowds in Los Angeles—the capital of the Kingdom of
Southern California—Daniel is trying to go straight. But his crime-boss uncle has a heist he wants
Daniel to perform: break into the Hierarch's storehouse of magical artifacts and retrieve Sebastian's
sword, an object of untold power. For this dangerous mission, Daniel will need a team he can rely on, so
he brings in his closest friends from his years in the criminal world. There's Moth, who can take a
bullet and heal in mere minutes. Jo Alverado, illusionist. The multitalented Cassandra, Daniel's ex.
And, new to them all, the enigmatic, knowledgeable Emma, with her British accent and her own grudge
against the powers-that-be. The stakes are high, and the stage is set for a showdown that might just
break the magic that protects a long-corrupt regime. Extravagant and yet moving, Greg van Eekhout's
California Bones is an epic adventure set in a city of canals and secrets and casual
brutality--different from the world we know, yet familiar and true. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Bone Doll's Twin
A group of three young thieves are pulled into a centuries old magical war between ancient beings,
mages, and humanity in this wildly original debut epic fantasy. Enter a city of saints and thieves . . .
The city of Guerdon stands eternal. A refuge from the war that rages beyond its borders. But in the
ancient tunnels deep beneath its streets, a malevolent power has begun to stir. The fate of the city
rests in the hands of three thieves. They alone stand against the coming darkness. As conspiracies
unfold and secrets are revealed, their friendship will be tested to the limit. If they fail, all will be
lost, and the streets of Guerdon will run with blood. The Gutter Prayer is an epic tale of sorcerers and
thieves, treachery and revenge, from a remarkable new voice in fantasy.

California Bones
'The Bone Shard Daughter is one of the best fantasy novels I've read in a long time . . . it grabs you
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by the heart and the throat from the first pages and doesn't let go until long after it's over. This
book is truly special' Sarah J. Maas The Emperor's reign has lasted for decades, his mastery of bone
shard magic powering the animal-like constructs that maintain law and order. But now his rule is
failing, and revolution is sweeping across the Empire's many islands. Lin is the Emperor's daughter and
she spends her days trapped in a palace of locked doors and dark secrets. When her father refuses to
recognise her as heir to the throne, she vows to prove her worth by mastering the forbidden art of bone
shard magic. Yet such power carries a great cost, and when the revolution reaches the gates of the
palace, Lin must decide how far she is willing to go to claim her birthright - and save her people. The
Bone Shard Daughter is an unmissable fantasy debut - a captivating tale of magic, revolution and
mystery, where a young woman's sense of identity will make or break an empire. 'A bold, ambitious debut'
M. R. Carey 'Epic fantasy at its most human and heartfelt . . . inventive, adventurous and wonderfully
written' Alix E. Harrow 'Brilliant world-building, deep intrigue and incredible heart' Megan E. O'Keefe

Gold Wings Rising
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea meets Frankenstein in Frances Hardinge’s latest fantasy adventure
The gods are dead. Decades ago, they turned on one another and tore each other apart. Nobody knows why.
But are they really gone forever? When 15-year-old Hark finds the still-beating heart of a terrifying
deity, he risks everything to keep it out of the hands of smugglers, military scientists, and a secret
fanatical cult so that he can use it to save the life of his best friend, Jelt. But with the heart, Jelt
gradually and eerily transforms. How long should Hark stay loyal to his friend when he’s becoming a
monster—and what is Hark willing to sacrifice to save him?

The Tiger at Midnight
"Intimate and epic. It compels you to read on." - Evan Winter, author of The Rage of Dragons "Villoso's
cunning, exciting debut is a new fantasy epic that readers will clamor for." - Library Journal (starred
review) From "a powerful new voice in fantasy" (Kameron Hurley) comes the tale of a queen who must unite
her divided land, even if she's hated by the very people she's trying to protect. "They called me the
Bitch Queen, the she-wolf, because I murdered a man and exiled my king the night before they crowned
me." Born under the crumbling towers of her kingdom, Queen Talyien was the shining jewel and legacy of
the bloody War of the Wolves. It nearly tore her nation apart. But her arranged marriage to the son of a
rival clan heralds peace. However, he suddenly disappears before their reign can begin, and the kingdom
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is fractured beyond repair. Years later, he sends a mysterious invitation to meet. Talyien journeys
across the sea in hopes of reconciling their past. An assassination attempt quickly dashes those dreams.
Stranded in a land she doesn't know, with no idea whom she can trust, Talyien will have to embrace her
namesake. A Wolf of Oren-yaro is not tamed. "Intricate, intimate, and intensely plotted." - Nicholas
Eames, author of Kings of the Wyld The Chronicles of the Bitch QueenThe Wolf of Oren-yaroThe Ikessar
Falcon

The Bone Shard Daughter
Grey’s Anatomy meets Scrubs in this brilliant debut novel about a young doctor’s struggle to survive
residency, love, and life. Having spent the last twenty-something years with her nose in a textbook,
brilliant and driven Norah Kapadia has just landed the medical residency of her dreams. But after a
disastrous first day, she's ready to quit. Disgruntled patients, sleep deprivation, and her duty to be
the "perfect Indian daughter" have her questioning her future as a doctor. Enter chief resident Ethan
Cantor. He's everything Norah aspires to be: respected by the attending physicians, calm during
emergencies, and charismatic with his patients. And as he morphs from Norah’s mentor to something more,
it seems her luck is finally changing. But when a fatal medical mistake is made, pulling Norah into a
cover-up, she must decide how far she’s willing to go to protect the secret. What if “doing no harm”
means putting herself at risk?

Nanoshock
"One of the best debut fantasy novels of the year."--BuzzFeed News "An amazing start to a new
trilogy."--Culturess "It grabs you by the heart and the throat from the first pages and doesn't let
go."-- Sarah J. Maas The Bone Shard Daughter is an unmissable fantasy debut from a major new voice in
epic fantasy -- a stunning tale of magic, mystery, and revolution in which the former heir to the
emperor will fight to reclaim her power and her place on the throne. The emperor's reign has lasted for
decades, his mastery of bone shard magic powering the animal-like constructs that maintain law and
order. But now his rule is failing, and revolution is sweeping across the Empire's many islands. Lin is
the emperor's daughter and spends her days trapped in a palace of locked doors and dark secrets. When
her father refuses to recognise her as heir to the throne, she vows to prove her worth by mastering the
forbidden art of bone shard magic. Yet such power carries a great cost, and when the revolution reaches
the gates of the palace, Lin must decide how far she is willing to go to claim her birthright - and save
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her people. "Epic fantasy at its most human and heartfelt . . . inventive, adventurous and wonderfully
written." -- Alix E. Harrow "Utterly absorbing. I adored it." -- Emily Duncan "A thoroughly fantastic
read." -- Kevin Hearne "Stewart's debut is sharp and compelling. It will hook readers in and make them
fiercely anticipate the rest of the series." -- Booklist "Groundbreaking epic fantasy for a new age." -Tasha Suri "Begins with a spark of intrigue that ignites into a thrilling adventure." -- Hafsah Faizal

The Wolf of Oren-Yaro
One of the New York Times’ 20 Books to Read in 2020 “A tonic . . . Splendid . . . A respite . . . A
summer cocktail of a book.”—Washington Post “Unforgettable . . . Behind her brilliantly witty and
uplifting message is a remarkable vulnerability and candor that reminds us that we are not alone in our
struggles—and that we can, against all odds, get through them.”—Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone Part memoir and part joyful romp through the fields
of imagination, the story behind a beloved pseudonymous Twitter account reveals how a writer deep in
grief rebuilt a life worth living. Becoming Duchess Goldblatt is two stories: that of the reclusive reallife writer who created a fictional character out of loneliness and thin air, and that of the magical
Duchess Goldblatt herself, a bright light in the darkness of social media. Fans around the world are
drawn to Her Grace’s voice, her wit, her life-affirming love for all humanity, and the fun and
friendship of the community that’s sprung up around her. @DuchessGoldblat (81 year-old literary icon,
author of An Axe to Grind) brought people together in her name: in bookstores, museums, concerts, and
coffee shops, and along the way, brought real friends home—foremost among them, Lyle Lovett. “The only
way to be reliably sure that the hero gets the girl at the end of the story is to be both the hero and
the girl yourself.” — Duchess Goldblatt

The Gutter Prayer
Now in paperback, the eighth book of the bestselling Rivers of London series returns to the adventures
of Peter Grant, detective and apprentice wizard, as he solves magical crimes in the city of London.
Peter Grant is facing fatherhood, and an uncertain future, with equal amounts of panic and enthusiasm.
Rather than sit around, he takes a job with émigré Silicon Valley tech genius Terrence Skinner's brand
new London start up—the Serious Cybernetics Company. Drawn into the orbit of Old Street's famous
'silicon roundabout', Peter must learn how to blend in with people who are both civilians and geekier
than he is. Compared to his last job, Peter thinks it should be a doddle. But magic is not finished with
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Mama Grant's favourite son. Because Terrence Skinner has a secret hidden in the bowels of the SCC. A
technology that stretches back to Ada Lovelace and Charles Babbage, and forward to the future of
artificial intelligence. A secret that is just as magical as it technological—and just as dangerous.

Shadows of the Short Days
"Intricate, intimate, and intensely plotted." - Nicholas Eames on The Wolf of Oren-yaro The stunning
sequel to The Wolf of Oren-yaro where the queen of a divided land struggles to unite her people. Even if
they despise her. K. S. Villoso is a "powerful new voice in fantasy." (Kameron Hurley) The spiral to
madness begins with a single push. Abandoned by her people, Queen Talyien's quest takes a turn for the
worst as she stumbles upon a plot deeper and more sinister than she could have ever imagined, one that
will displace her king and see her son dead. The road home beckons, strewn with a tangled web of deceit
and impossible horrors that unearth the nation's true troubles - creatures from the dark, mad dragons,
and men with hearts hungry for power. To save her land, Talyien must confront the myth others have built
around her: Warlord Yeshin's daughter, symbol of peace, warrior and queen, and everything she could
never be. The price of failure is steep. Her friends are few. And a nation carved by a murderer can only
be destined for war. The Chronicles of the Bitch QueenThe Wolf of Oren-yaroThe Ikessar Falcon

The Unspoken Name
Nicola Griffith, winner of the Tiptree Award and the Lambda Award for her widely acclaimed first novel
Ammonite, now turns her attention closer to the present in Slow River, the dark and intensely involving
story of a young woman's struggle for survival and independence on the gritty underside of a near-future
Europe. She awoke in an alley to the splash of rain. She was naked, a foot-long gash in her back was
still bleeding, and her identity implant was gone. Lore Van de Oest was the daughter of one of the
world's most powerful familiesand now she was nobody. Then out of the rain walked Spanner, an expert
data pirate who took her in, cared for her wounds, and gave her the freedom to reinvent herself again
and again. No one could find Lore if she didn't want to be found: not the police, not her family, and
not the kidnappers who had left her in that alley to die. She had escapedbut she paid for her newfound
freedom in crime, deception, and degradation--over and over again. Lore had a choice: She could stay in
the shadows, stay with Spannerand risk losing herself forever. Or she could leave Spanner and find
herself again by becoming someone else: stealing the identity implant of a dead woman, taking over her
life, and inventing her future. But to start again, Lore required Spanner's talents--Spanner, who needed
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her and hated her, and who always had a price. And even as Lore agreed to play Spanner's games one final
time, she found that there was still the price of being a Van de Oest to be paid. Only by confronting
her past, her family, and her own demons could Lore meld together who she had once been, who she had
become, and the person she intended to be. In Slow River, Nicola Griffith skillfully takes us deep into
the mind and heart of her complex protagonist, where the past must be reconciled with the present if the
future is ever to offer solid ground. Slow River poses a question we all hope never to need to answer:
Who are you when you have nothing left?

Queen of the Conquered
One year. Five million dollars. A proposal she can't refuse. Escort Ruby Scott is used to waking up in
the bed of a wealthy woman. What she isn't expecting is to wake up with a ring on her finger and married
to Yvonne Maxwell, one of the executives behind the Mistress Media empire, a woman as alluring as she is
cold. For ten years, Yvonne has been sitting on an inheritance she can't touch until she's married. An
encounter with an escort in a red dress presents the perfect solution-a marriage of convenience. In
exchange for a year playing the role of her wife, Yvonne offers Ruby a life of glamour, decadence, and
more money than Ruby ever dreamed of. Yvonne is adamant that they keep their arrangement strictly
business. But as Ruby's submissive side awakens, Yvonne can't resist the temptation to make Ruby hers,
and Ruby is intoxicated by the commanding woman and the release Yvonne grants her. As Ruby falls deeper
into Yvonne's seductive world of luxury and power games, both women struggle to keep their hearts from
getting caught up in the passion between them. When their inner demons emerge and their fake marriage
plot is threatened, Ruby and Yvonne find they have far more to lose than just the inheritance.

Beneath the Rising
A retired group of legendary mercenaries get the band back together for one last impossible mission in
this award-winning debut epic fantasy. "Fantastic, funny, ferocious." - Sam Sykes Clay Cooper and his
band were once the best of the best, the most feared and renowned crew of mercenaries this side of the
Heartwyld. Their glory days long past, the mercs have grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk, or a
combination of the three. Then an ex-bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a plea for help--the kind of
mission that only the very brave or the very stupid would sign up for. It's time to get the band back
together. WINNER OF THE DAVID GEMMELL MORNINGSTAR AWARD FOR BEST FANTASY DEBUT.WINNER OF THE
REDDIT/FANTASY AWARD FOR BEST DEBUT FANTASY NOVEL. For more from Nicholas Eames, check out: Bloody Rose
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Flesh & Bone
"The exciting beginning of a promising new epic fantasy series. Prepare for ancient mysteries,
innovative magic, and heart-pounding heists."--Brandon Sanderson "Complex characters, magic that is tech
and vice versa, a world bound by warring trade dynasties: Bennett will leave you in awe once you
remember to breathe!"--Tamora Pierce In a city that runs on industrialized magic, a secret war will be
fought to overwrite reality itself--the first in a dazzling new series from City of Stairs author Robert
Jackson Bennett. Sancia Grado is a thief, and a damn good one. And her latest target, a heavily guarded
warehouse on Tevanne's docks, is nothing her unique abilities can't handle. But unbeknownst to her,
Sancia's been sent to steal an artifact of unimaginable power, an object that could revolutionize the
magical technology known as scriving. The Merchant Houses who control this magic--the art of using coded
commands to imbue everyday objects with sentience--have already used it to transform Tevanne into a
vast, remorseless capitalist machine. But if they can unlock the artifact's secrets, they will rewrite
the world itself to suit their aims. Now someone in those Houses wants Sancia dead, and the artifact for
themselves. And in the city of Tevanne, there's nobody with the power to stop them. To have a chance at
surviving--and at stopping the deadly transformation that's under way--Sancia will have to marshal
unlikely allies, learn to harness the artifact's power for herself, and undergo her own transformation,
one that will turn her into something she could never have imagined.

The White Coat Diaries
For fans of China Mieville and Neil Gaiman. A tale of revolution in a Reykjavik fuelled by
industrialised magic, populated by humans, dimensional exiles, otherworldly creatures, psychoactive
graffiti and demonic familiars. A tale of revolution in a Reykjavik fuelled by industrialised magic,
populated by humans, dimensional exiles, otherworldly creatures, psychoactive graffiti and demonic
familiars. HERE LIES A CITY FUELLED BY INDUSTRIALISED MAGIC. RULED BY A DESPOTIC CROWN. DEMANDING
REVOLUTION. WELCOME TO REYKJAVIK Rebels and revolutionaries disappear into the infamous prison, the
Nine, never to be heard from again. Masked police roam the streets, dark magic lurks in the shadows, and
the implacable flying fortress casts its baleful eye over all below. Sæmundur, addict and sorcerer, has
been cast out from university, and forbidden to study magic. Dissident artist, Garún, is desperate for a
just society and will do anything to achieve it. Both seek revolution in their own ways. Both seek
power. Together, they will change Reykjavik forever.
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Kings of the Wyld
A mother and daughter find what they share in their bones in this compelling novel from the bestselling
author of The Joy Luck Club and Where the Past Begins: A Writer’s Memoir. Ruth Young and her widowed
mother have always had a difficult relationship. But when she discovers writings that vividly describe
her mother’s tumultuous life growing up in China, Ruth discovers a side of LuLing that she never knew
existed. Transported to a backwoods village known as Immortal Heart, Ruth learns of secrets passed along
by a mute nursemaid, Precious Auntie; of a cave where dragon bones are mined; of the crumbling ravine
known as the End of the World; and of the curse that LuLing believes she released through betrayal.
Within the calligraphied pages awaits the truth about a mother's heart, secrets she cannot tell her
daughter, yet hopes she will never forget Conjuring the pain of broken dreams and the power of myths,
The Bonesetter’s Daughter is an excavation of the human spirit: the past, its deepest wounds, its most
profound hopes.

Foundryside
Outside New York City, the palatial home of Dr. David Strauss's parents is attacked by gunmen during a
glittering party. As he watches helplessly, his wife is murdered. In Los Angeles, Strauss's brother is
killed during the Academy Award ceremonies. In Manhattan, his past sweetheart, Alix Rothchild, is
running for her life. Dr. David Strauss is soon obsessed with finding the explosive secret behind the
murders of his family members. His dangerous odyssey takes him across Europe, and finally to the
Olympics, where one of the most shattering surprises in suspense fiction will take place.

The Forest of Ghosts and Bones
A slick, twisty YA page-turner about the daughter of a con artist who is taken hostage in a bank heist.
Nora O'Malley's been a lot of girls. As the daughter of a con-artist who targets criminal men, she grew
up as her mother's protégé. But when her mom fell for the mark instead of conning him, Nora pulled the
ultimate con: escape. For five years Nora's been playing at normal. But she needs to dust off the skills
she ditched because she has three problems: #1: Her ex walked in on her with her girlfriend. Even though
they're all friends, Wes didn't know about her and Iris. #2: The morning after Wes finds them kissing,
they all have to meet to deposit the fundraiser money they raised at the bank. It's a nightmare that
goes from awkward to deadly, because: #3: Right after they enter the bank, two guys start robbing it.
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The bank robbers may be trouble, but Nora's something else entirely. They have no idea who they're
really holding hostage . . .

Slow River
Combining the social commentary of The Handmaid’s Tale with the white-knuckled thrills of Red Rising,
this epic space opera filled with “lush prose” (Publishers Weekly) follows a comfort woman as she claims
her agency, a soldier questioning his allegiances, and a non-binary hero out to save the solar system.
First Sister has no name and no voice. As a priestess of the Sisterhood, she travels the stars alongside
the soldiers of Earth and Mars—the same ones who own the rights to her body and soul. When her former
captain abandons her, First Sister’s hopes for freedom are dashed when she is forced to stay on her ship
with no friends, no power, and a new captain—Saito Ren—whom she knows nothing about. She is commanded to
spy on Captain Ren by the Sisterhood, but soon discovers that working for the war effort is much harder
when you’re falling in love. Lito val Lucius climbed his way out of the slums to become an elite soldier
of Venus but was defeated in combat by none other than Saito Ren, resulting in the disappearance of his
partner, Hiro. When Lito learns that Hiro is both alive and a traitor to the cause, he now has a shot at
redemption: track down and kill his former partner. But when he discovers recordings that Hiro secretly
made, Lito’s own allegiances are put to the test. Ultimately, he must decide between following orders
and following his heart. With “a layered, action-filled plot and diverse characters” (Library Journal),
The First Sister explores the power of technology, colonization, race, and gender and is perfect for
fans of James S.A. Corey, Chuck Wendig, and Jay Posey.
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